
                                                                                                                        

          Date: 12. 12. 2019 

CIRCULAR No. GS/ 2019- 20: Nil 

 

  ALL OFFICE BEARERS, EC MEMBERS, 
  GENERAL SECRETARIES OF BASE UNIONS 

  AND MEMBERS.  

 
 

Re: OUR ONGOING CAMPAIGN AND PROTEST ACTIONS  
 

Dear Comrades, 
 

              Your kind attention is invited to Circular No. GS: 2019- 20: Nil dated 29th November, 2019 

whereby and where under we called upon you to unleash a sustained campaign for improvement in 
governance standard of the bank and launch a series of protest actions (including Full Day Strike on 13th 

December, 2019) against anti-workmen policy mindset of the management. 
                

             We are proud of members who promptly unleashed a campaign for improvement in governance 

standard in the bank and against denial of due share in financial benefits by way of  submission of mass 
memorandum addressed to the MD& CEO/ The ED of the bank through proper channel. We are pained to 

note that a few branch heads, reportedly at the instance of the Federation of Bank of India Officer 
Associations, refused to accept mass memorandum. The purpose of submission of mass memorandum 

through branch heads was to make the hierarchy of the management do impassioned introspection on the 
issues of course correction in business and management practices. But, refusal to accept mass 

memorandum is reflective of their unwillingness to even understand the issues raised in the memorandum. 

Such tactics adopted by the branch heads will not deter us from raising the issues concerning financial 
health of the bank. We take this opportunity to thank those branch heads who accepted it for impassioned 

introspection and correction in business practices. However, we need to intensify our campaign for course 
correction.  

 

            You are also aware that we served a notice of strike dated 29th November, 2019 on the 
management proposing to go on strike on 13th December, 2019 and endorsed copies thereof to the 

authorities specified under the provisions of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. Upon receipt of a copy of the 
said NOTICE OF STRIKE, the Chief Labour Commissioner (Central), New Delhi called both the parties to the 

disputes for joint discussion on 11th December, 2019 in his office. The discussion, as scheduled, took place 

in the office. The management, in the discussion, was represented by Mr. I. C. Mishra, General Manager 
(HR), Mr. P. K. Tripathy, AGM (IL). The Federation, in the discussion, was represented by Com. A. M. 

Pereira (President), Com. Bikker Bahadur (Vice President), Com. U. S. Varma (Vice President), Com. Dinesh 
Jha Lallan (General Secretary), Com. Anil Kumar Dubey (DGS), Com. P. C. Sridhar (DGS) and Com. Naveen 

Modi (DGS). In the discussion, the management expressed their willingness to discuss and resolve the 
issues bilaterally. The Chief Labour Commissioner (Central) advised the management to engage with the 

Federation meaningfully and to settle/ resolve the disputes expeditiously. The CLC (Central) further advised 

both the parties to the disputes to submit a report on the progress made in resolving the disputes to his 
office by 31st January, 2020. The next date for the review of the progress made in bilateral talks at bank 

level is fixed on 4th February, 2020. 
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                  In view of the above developments and also to facilitate bilateral talks at bank 

level, it has been decided to defer the Call of Strike on 13th December, 2019. Accordingly, 

members are advised not to go on strike on 13th December, 2019.  However, all other forms of 
protest action, as spelt out in our circular dated 29th November, 2019, have been neither 

deferred nor withdrawn. Additionally, the call of not lodging claim for reimbursement of petrol 
expenses either in terms of litres or in terms of lumpsum amount, as a mark of protest, has 

not been withdrawn. Members are advised to continue with all protest actions (excepting Full 

Day Strike on 13th December, 2019) until further direction on the matter. 
 

          Comrades, our protest is simultaneously against top management’s double standard in the matter of 
extension of financial benefits, lower manning level at branches, violations of settlements, casualisation of 

permanent and perennial jobs particularly in the subordinate staff cadre, shrinking space for career 
progression, attempts to undermine consultative fora and right to collective bargaining and further 

attempts to institutionalize a mechanism to keep workman employees high and dry in the matter of 

settlements of claims, accrued rights and routine grievances. We are not to relent till we achieve our goal.  
 

           We salute your firmness in opposing anti-Award Staffs policy mindset. We convey our heartiest 

congratulations to you all. You wrote a new chapter in the history of our movement.  An unprecedented 

“MAHADHARNA” was staged in Head Office on 25. 11. 2019 demonstrating our anguish over double 

standard and the need of course correction in business/administrative practices. We shall be failing in our 

duty, if we do not express our gratitude to the leadership of AIBEA / State Federations/ All India Bank- 

Wise organisations for their unstinted support to our campaign/movement. We know that discontent runs 

deep. The legitimate aspirations are still unmet. The overwhelming response to make one day’s strike (13. 

12. 2019) successful is demonstrative of disapproval of management’s anti-workmen/ partisan policy 

mindset and the anguish that members have over it. We believe the management must have gauged the 

mood of workman employees by now. We are peaceful and determined. We will face the challenges 

resolutely. We will not accept double standard any more come what may. However, we will keep you 

posted with the developments. 

          Members are to take note of the fact that we have not withdrawn our campaign and protest actions 

(excepting Full Day Strike on 13th December, 2019). Rather, we added one more protest action. We 
have called upon our members not to lodge claim of reimbursement of petrol expenses. Our campaign on 

how to better governance standards will continue. Our preparations to plunge into direct actions at short 

notice must continue without any let up. In between,  a meeting of the Executive Committee of the 
Federation is scheduled to be held on 24th  & 25th January, 2020 in Ahmedabad to take stock of the 

developments afresh and finalise a revised protest calendar, if need arises. Our success depends on how 
we prepare ourselves to meet the challenges. Let us not be complacent. Tighten loose ends in the 

organisation. Galvanise machinery. Get ready for intensified protest actions at short notice. Together we 

can, we will.  
                               With revolutionary greetings,  

 

 Yours faithfully 

 

 (Dinesh Jha “Lallan”) 
 General Secretary 


